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EDITORIAL

          What a good response to our last issue of the Journal and also Torque No.32 -

thank you all for your letters and interesting comments.  Space does not permit the

publication of all of them in this issue, so I apologise to those whose letters are not yet

in print. Please do not let this put you off writing as we thrive on  communication; in

fact, many of your letters and Food for Thought items in particular, regularly lead to

full articles in the magazines.   A good example of this is FFT item No. 129, raised by

Bob Kell relating to oil engines.  In this issue is a feature on Leyland’s first attempt at

producing an oil engine in the early 1930s, and this will lead to further articles on the

development of Leyland engines. Thank you in particular to Richard Perry and Alan

Townsin for some very long and detailed letters which contain an absolute wealth of

knowledge;  if only we could double the size of Leyland Torque and the Journal I am

sure we could easily fill them; also to John Fallon, Brian Baxter and Roy Marshall

whose letters have been held over.

          The Eighth Leyland Society Gathering was yet another successful and most

enjoyable event and, not having entered a vehicle myself this year, it was possible to

speak to many more members.  Looking further ahead, to 2008, in June of that year

the oldest surviving Leyland vehicle will be 100 years old (the two steam powered

lawnmowers excluded!).    Your committee have discussed the possibility of having a

special celebration to mark the event and discussions are at an advanced stage with

the Crich Tramway Village, Derbyshire, to hold this special event at their premises.

At each of our Gatherings we only usually see a small handful of pre-War Leylands

and it would be nice to think that the balance could be redressed at this event.  Crich

Tramway Village is a magnificent place where the Tramway Museum Society have

made some outstanding achievements and if you have not been before, or not recently,

a visit is very much recommended; anyway watch this space.
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LEYLAND SOCIETY NEWS

Despite the inclement weather we had an excellent turnout of vehicles for this

year’s Society Gathering and the ‘feed back’ leads me to believe all who attended had

an enjoyable day and I gather the BCVM also had one of their best days of the year!

This event would not be possible without the backing and support of Leyland

Trucks and one society member in particular, Paul Sennant.  Paul carries out many

duties prior to, during and after the event – to him and Leyland Trucks I say a big

‘thank you’ on behalf of all Society members. Also may I take this opportunity to

thank all those members and non members who came along to do duty as Marshals

and who stayed at their posts despite the wind and rain, I should also like to thank the

Society committee members who’s lot it was to ‘do everything else’!  Thanks also to

the RVPT for allowing us to use their Leyland National as Society base/First Aid Post

and for providing the bus service between the BCVM and Leyland Trucks, and Dave

Berry for the use of his Sales Stand.

This year’s Gathering memento is a miniature Leyland Atlantean badge 38mm

wide, which comes in a presentation box and is priced at £7.00 including P & P. We

also have a small quantity of 2006 Gathering Programmes left, priced at £1.30 each

including P & P. If anyone would like either of these,they should contact David Bishop

(address inside front cover) enclosing a cheque payable to the Leyland Society Ltd.

Renewals , 2006-2007

Members are reminded that if they have not done so, the time to renew their

annual subscription to the Society is now overdue. Included with this issue of Torque

to all members who have not renewed is a Reminder Slip, and David Moores, our

Membership Secretary, would appreciate a prompt reply. Otherwise, this is the last

magazine you will get!

2006 Gathering - from Neil Steele

Seen at the  July

Gathering is

1935 Leyland

Cub SKG with

chassis number

5925, BWP 323.

It was entered

by D. Lowther of

Goosetrey.

    (Andrew Spriggs)
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WORDS AND PICTURES
“Mystery Picture”

The view of the Tiger Cub bus on page 23 of Torque No.32 shows the vehicle

on the East Lancs Road, just inside the Liverpool city boundary, and passing the

Napier factory which built the O.300 series engines.

Cover Pictures

On the front cover is Leyland Comet RAL 331 of J.S.Elliott, Sutton in-Ashfield,

which “missed the boat” and failed to appear on the front of Torque No.31. The rear

cover depicts FUF 313, Southdown Motor Services No.1213, a Leyland Tiger TS8

with a Harrington 32 seat rear entrance coach body. The picture dates from 1947, and

shows the vehicle passing beneath a gateway at Brighton Pavilion. Once again these

are from the extensive BCVM Archive.

LDV business sold into Russian ownership

The recently re-organised LDV van business was sold into Russian ownership

in July this year. The spares back-up for the current model, the “Maxus”, is under-

taken by Multipart of Chorley.

Last “Foden”

The final Foden eight-wheeled chassis to be built is now displayed in the BCVM

at Leyland. It was built in July, and is on loan from Paccar (Leyland Trucks). The

model has been dropped for engineering reasons, but the design of the rear double-

drive bogie will live on, on DAF badged trucks assembled at the Leyland Trucks

factory.

The Foden factory at Sandbach and the Seddon-Atkinson factory at Oldham,

both of which have remained “ghost Factories” since they ceased to produce trucks,

are being finally closed down this autumn. In recent times both have been used for

storage and to maintain sales and service facilities for their respective marques.

John Kent’s

magn i f i cen t

Leyland Bull of

1932. It is a

TSQ2, chassis

no.226, and its

original engine

(E.28 no.162)

was an early

example of the

8.1 litre oil unit.
        (Peter Quinn)



EARLY HISTORY OF LEYLAND
Mike Sutcliffe’s history of the Company - Part XV

 Steam wagon rebuilds by Leyland
        Before moving on to describe the Class F Steam wagons, it should be mentioned that

a number of Leyland wagons were rebuilt during the course of their lives and Leyland

Motors themselves rebuilt wagons built by other makers, particularly around the 1908/09

period, not only steamers but petrol driven vehicles also.  We will probably never know the

full extent of the rebuilding work but there are several references in the part lists and

drawings register,  let alone the magnificent photographic collection at the B.C.V.M.   Some

of the more noteworthy rebuilds are described here.

Otways steam van, “Pioneer”

This may not be a rebuild but merely a photograph out of order, filed with

others taken around the winter of 1906/07. Clearly all the mechanical units that one

can see from the photograph are Leyland and the wagon must originate from the

1900–1901 period.  The front wheels are identical to the Dundee steam bus and to

Captain Wood’s wagon of 1900,  but the hind wheels are of a smaller and heavier

pattern, but not as heavy as the first Class B wagons.  The engine is one of the earlier

Class B types with fabricated engine casing and set lower down than usual.  The two-

beam front axle is identical to the two oil fired wagons for Ceylon (see Torque No.26,

page 9) whereas the boiler and chimney are conventional 1900 Spurrier designed of

the water-tube type.  The front apron looks later than the rest of the wagon.  The

maker’s plate pronounces “The Lancashire Steam Motor Co”, being of the cast brass

type, therefore between mid 1903 and the end of 1907, and it does not carry a regis-

tration plate (therefore pre-1904?) – annoyingly the wagon has been photographed

just over the railway bridge at Leyland Stn. and it is not possible to see either of the

lampposts which may help to date the photograph!  So, this is all a bit of a mystery

and it is probably a very early Leyland wagon subsequently rebuilt with a new boiler

and B type engine.  If any reader has any views I would very much like to hear from

them; it would be interesting to search the contemporary news-papers in the Petworth

and Haslemere areas to see if there are any photographs of the van when new as it

must surely have been quite newsworthy at the time.

ABOVE RIGHT:

The mysterious

Otways van.

The close-up on

the LEFT shows

the engine with

bolted-together

casing, and the

two-beam front

axle.        (BCVMA)



   Possible 1906 Rebuilds

Registrations B 2040-2049, first issued Jan.-Feb. 1906 are a bit of a mystery.

 I have no details of the first issues of B 2040/42/43/46-49, but B 2040 was re-issued

to a new Leyland Class F steam wagon, works no. F.76/1886, c1916, last licensed to

The Palatine Ice & Cold Storage Co., Blackburn, 31/12/26, and B 2042, was a

Coulthard steam tip-wagon (probably new 1906) and last licensed to the Birkacre

Colliery, Coppull, 31/12/26.  B 2041 was issued to Leyland Motor Transit, No.4,

which had been new in 1904 and originally fitted with Colonial type steel wheels

(first registration not known); presumably this wagon was rebuilt in 1906 and ac-

quired the Spurrier patent non-skid hind wheels and wooden artillery front wheels,

and was re-registered for some reason – see photograph on page 11 of Torque No.28.

B 2044 may have been new to Manchester Motor Transport Co. and it has turned up

in a photograph of a group of four Leyland wagons owned by Fairrie & Co., Sugar

Refiners, Liverpool, around 1910 (see Torque No.32, page 11, RH side of picture).

Two of the other wagons in the photograph, Fairrie Nos. 2 and 3, B2091 and N1228

were both ex- M.M.T., wagons presumably purchased from the liquidator on that

company’s failure.  B 2044 was certainly not new in 1906, more likely 1904, with its

wooden artillery front wheels and a very strange looking engine – nothing like a

Class B, F, G or H! – could this be a missing link?! (or a rebuilt Class B wagon?).

Next, B 2045 – a photograph in my collection of this machine shows that it was No.1

in the fleet of Wilcockson Bros. Middleton Junction, Manchester, however, Wilcockson

No.1 was photographed when new in 1904. Registration records show B 2045, as

having  Leyland works no. B 118, which is a 1904 number, so was this also rebuilt
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and given a new registration in 1906? – these are all mysteries at present, could it be

that B 2044 and any of the missing numbers have anything to do with the fact that the

Road Carrying Co. failed financially in 1906 going into liquidation in December –

none of the wagons have turned up anywhere else and it could be that the Lancashire

Steam Motor Co. carried out a number of rebuilds in that year?  Can any reader add

anything to this please?

FA 32 of T.C. Greensmith & Co, Millers, Burton-on-Trent

Greensmith took delivery of an early Class B wagon in 1901 and it was subse-

quently registered FA 32 in January 1904.  This wagon had a very long life and was

carefully looked after by the owners.  It was sent back to Leyland in 1908 when it was

rebuilt and upgraded to a 5-tonner, with canopy over the cab, and given a Leyland

Motors oval maker’s plate.  Six years later, in 1914, it returned to Leyland for a

further rebuild, just prior to the outbreak of war.  In March 1920 it came back to

Leyland Motors (Chorley Works by then dealt with steam wagons and fire engines)

and was fitted with solid rubber tyres on yet another rebuild - on all 4 of these occa-

sions it was photographed by the Leyland photographer.  Registration records show

that the wagon was last licensed in December 1921 but it was still claimed to be

running in 1926, presumably off-road, and this means that the wagon was in opera-

tion for 25 years - a magnificent achievement for such an early vehicle.

Greensmith’s Class B wagon after its 1st rebuild with canopy in 1908, seen at

Leyland.(Hough Lane Congregational Church is in the background) (BCVMA)
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Seen near Chorley Works in March 1920, Greensmith’s wagon is now shod

with solid rubber tyres. This must have been one of the longest-lived Class B

wagons, and always kept in first class order.                  (Both photos BCVMA)

The 1901 Liverpool Trials wagon with an early Blackburn registration,  in 1909

having been rebuilt with a curved front apron and Polack solid rubber tyres.
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Stanley Pibel, Clarkson 32hp, LC690

This rebuild in 1909 was really quite amazing!  In 1905 the London & South

Western Railway Company purchased four Clarkson 32hp steam buses with Munnion

rear entrance bus bodies. LC 690/91 were new 3rd June, 1905, 20-seaters,  and run-

ning initially between Chagford and Exeter.  These were followed by LC 1434/35

new 19th July, 1905, with 18-seater bodies running between Lymington, Pinnington,

Milford and New Milton.  They cost £877 each and had new water-tube boilers fitted

at Clarksons Works in 1906.  However, one of the Lymington buses burst its boiler on

11th September, 1906, and shortly afterwards car no.3 (LC 1434?) was badly dam-

aged by a fire in Exeter on 10th November, 1906.  All 4 were withdrawn in May 1908

and sold to Stanley Pibel, Fish Merchant, Fleetwood, Lancs.  At least one of these,

certainly Pibel No.1, was sent to Leyland Motors to be transformed into a steam lorry.

This involved fitting a new Leyland boiler and cab, the end result looking superfi-

cially like a Leyland but all the running units remained clearly Clarkson.  It is not

known whether the other three were similarly treated. (Photo M.Sutcliffe collection)

    CB 2, of T.& R. Eccles, Cotton Manufacturers, Lower Darwen

This was the 1901 Liverpool Trials wagon which won a gold medal for the

Lancashire Steam Motor Co. as already described in Torque No.31, page 5.  On the

day the prize was announced, 14th August 1901, it was sold to Mr. Wm. Birtwistle for

his T.& R. Eccles factory in Lower Darwen.  Birtwhistle also owned John Hawkins &

Sons, Greenbank Mills, Preston who were also regular Leyland users (incidentally,

my mother worked there for a couple of years at the end of the 1930s, but the steam

lurries had long since gone!).  The trials wagon, being a Class B 4-ton wagon, was

first registered CB 2 in 1904, and in 1909 it was sent back to Leyland Motors for a

rebuild.  Quite surprisingly it was given a rounded front apron in place of its original

flat fronted apron, which would have reduced the carrying capacity for its fuel, and at

the same time it was given a canopy and fitted with Polack solid rubber tyres.  In this

form it was reported still in use in 1912 (this can be compared with the rebuilding of

the Chelsea wagons from the original rounded front apron to square fronted aprons,

which allowed 60% more coke to be carried in the bunkers (see Torque No.27, p. 10).
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Could this large man be Stanley Pibel about to mount his rebuilt Clarkson, now

with Leyland front end?           (BCVMA)

Photographed on a wet and muddy winter’s day is the Belhaven of Faulder’s

Chocolate, now rebuilt with the standard Leyland fire-tube boiler and chimney,

steering and controls.          (BCVMA)
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   The Belhaven of Faulder’s Chocolate

Shortly after the Eccles wagon had been converted to solid rubber tyres in

1909 it was followed by a Belhaven steam van owned by Faulder’s.  The van had been

new in 1904 and was rebuilt with the standard Leyland fire-tube boiler and chimney,

steering and other controls, leaving the original engine and other running units, thereby

giving the van an extra lease of life.  Like the Eccles wagon these were very early

examples of steamers of any make running on solid rubber tyres.

Thomas Watkins

Thomas Watkins was a haulage contractor from Bootle near Liverpool and he

significantly rebuilt two Class H Leyland steam wagons, probably during the latter

part of the First World War.  The first was registered B 2140 in 1908, but the original

operator is not known (possibly Cannington Shaw & Co. of Sherdley Glass Works, St

Helens, No.2, as I do not have a registration number confirmed for that machine; I

have numbers 1 & 3).

Cannington Shaw No.2 was one of three Class H wagons purchased and was

probably registered B 2140.           (BCVMA)

On rebuilding the wagon, Thomas Watkins allocated it with his own ‘works no.’,

which was TW1.1543 – just where the ‘1543’ fits in I do not know.  The wagon ran

with Watkins until last licensed in 1924.

          A second Class H wagon was then purchased from H.Viney & Co. Ltd, Preston,

on 9th October 1917.  This had been new to Viney on the 21st August 1907, being

registered CK 444, No.5 in the Viney fleet.  The chassis frame and wheelbase were

lengthened by Watkins, a cab fitted and a new front apron with a raised front part very

similar in shape to a Sentinel Standard wagon.  Solid rubber tyres were fitted and an

economiser similar to that of a Class F2 Leyland wagon – possibly a poppet-valve
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engine was fitted but this unfortunately cannot be seen from the photograph.  The

wagon carried Liverpool licence no. S.LPL 189-3, the unladen weight was 4-tons,

19cwts, 0lbs. and the colour was blue; it was also declared manufactured in 1912,

which seems an odd date to choose - is this a coincidence but 1912 is exactly half way

between 1907 and 1917!  On rebuilding the wagon it was given chassis/wagon no.

TW2.1546 and it ran with Watkins until it was last licensed in 1923.

Horace Viney & Co. Ltd. No. 5, CK 444, when new in August 1907, outside the

Railway Hotel in Leyland (which still exists today almost unchanged).(BCVMA)

After rebuilding by T. Watkins TW2.1546 is a very smart looking wagon.  Note

the Liverpool licence number and registration CK 444      (Mike Sutcliffe Collection)
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   Henry Tate and Tate & Lyle

We have already touched upon the suspected  Thornycroft registered B 254 ,

see Torque No.30, page 7.  Henry Tate & Sons certainly had one Thornycroft, works

no. 45, in March 1901 and, according to photographic evidence, had a Thornycroft

registered K 116, almost certainly the same wagon.  So, what was B 254?   Bob

Whitehead considers that it was not a Thornycroft – possibly a Belhaven?  It was

definitely not a Leyland, but could have been rebuilt and possibly re-registered by the

Lancashire Steam Motor Co. in 1904 after rebuilding with a Leyland boiler.  The

origins this wagon need further investigation!

       Following a merger with another Liverpool sugar manufacturer, Fairrie & Co,

Tate & Lyle ran what were probably the last Leyland steam wagons operating in this

country.  They initially converted a Class H wagon, B 5537, works no. H156.1175

new in 1913, to a 6-wheeler and this lasted in service until 1934.  Clearly satisfied

with the result, Tate & Lyle converted at least five more Class F2 wagons to 6-wheel-

ers and fitted them with pneumatic tyred wheels. These were F2.67.1682 and

F2.68.1682 , registered KB 8709/16, both having originally been new to Fairrie & Co

Ltd, but later becoming Tate & Lyle Nos.1 and 2;  KB 8867 (works no. not known)

later Tate & Lyle No.8, also of 1921; and two wagons built about twelve months

earlier for Henry Tate & Sons Ltd. being works nos. F2.22.1581 and F2.23.1681,

registered TB 1152/1221.  These latter two steamers lasted  a very long time, until

they were finally withdrawn in 1947.

Henry Tate &  Sons Ltd. purchased TB 1152 in 1920. An F2 with the early type

of cab, it carries the Liverpool license No. SL’PL.79/29. It is seen in Chisenhale

Street, in the North Liverpool Docks.           (BCVMA)
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Photographed in May 1946, KB 8716 looks a very serviceable six-wheeler.

On the right in the background is TB 1152, looking very battered and with the

later type round-fronted cab. At the rear is a Bedford lorry, ED 8456 of 1934.

CLOSURE OF THE CHORLEY SITE
At the end of October 2006, a site used since 1914 by Leyland Motors or its

successor companies will be closed down and the buildings demolished. This is the

site off Pilling Lane in Chorley, first  used by Leyland during the First World War for

the manufacture of ‘Subsidy’ army lorries, and then successively used for building

fire engines, the repair of Leyland steam wagons, the manufacture of engines, the

repair of Leyland bus and lorry chassis and the storage and supply of spare parts. In

the Second World War the factory was instrumental in keeping the civilian Leyland

fleets on the road, and later became responsible for spare parts for many makes of

commercial vehicles as various marques were taken under the Leyland “banner.”

It finally became a separate entity within the Leyland Group, trading under

the name Multipart, a name which was later dropped but which has been re-adopted

this year before the business is moved to a new site at Buckshaw Village,near Chorley,

once part of the Royal Ordnance site. The current business no longer deals with Leyland

parts, the section concerned with vehicles built at the Leyland Trucks factory (Paccar

Parts) having been moved to the LT factory earlier this year.

(The John Mullett Collection)
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In due course we shall publish a history of the Leyland Motors activities at

Chorley Works.

Leyland Shop Wagon

No.14, one of several post

war Octopus lorries used

to transport packing cases

full of Leyland spare parts

and ckd vehicles to the

docks for export, is seen

being loaded in March

1955 at Chorley.
             (both pictures BCVMA)

A view inside one of the

massive warehouses at

Chorley, also in March

1955.The supply of spares

was backed up by a large

office staff as well as the

warehousemen who were

involved in packing and

dispatch.There were

skilled mechanics on site

to man the workshops

which were responsible for

vehicle repairs and also

the modification of new

vehicles off the production

lines.
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THE CHORLEY ARCHIVE
Two rooms adjacent to the Chorley repair shop, latterly an area for storage,

were used to house documents relating to the Leyland spares operation in post-war

times up until the mid-eighties. Before this building was cleared for demolition, the

BCVM were allowed to remove items of interest from the archive store. Among the

mainstream papers such as chassis build sheets, sales orders etc. were what can only

be described as “miscellaneous papers,” small collections of documents that throw

light on minor matters which with the passage of time become of great interest. For

instance, Starting Handles.

These Leyland Lions in

the Crosville fleet

(Nos.E7 and D32) have

the starting handle found

on all pre-war Leylands,

whether diesel or petrol

powered. Post-war buses

and trucks were different.
   (J.Nickels’ collection)

You probably cannot recall a post-war Leyland with a starting handle, but

such were made available on the first post-war production vehicles. A list has been

found of the units produced: it must be assumed that S.H.1 to S.H.53 were previously

supplied for pre-war models.

 S.H.54 “Titan” TD.9 (later ammended to PD.1) 3/45

      S.H.55 “Interim Beaver” 1/46

      S.H.56 “Titan” O.P.D.1 7/45

      S.H.56/1 “Tiger” O.P.S.1 3/46

      S.H.57 Octopus, Hippo, Steer, Beaver 8/45

      S.H.59 Overseas Beaver 5/46

      S.H.59/1 for Order No.27099 11/49

      S.H.60 O.600 passenger engine 5/46

      S.H.60/1 O.600 passenger engine, Wellington Depot 11/46

      S.H.60/2 BEWAC, Order No.27285 1/49

      S.H.60/3 (details not given) 11/50

      S.H.61 7.4 oil for B.M.M.O.Co. 1/47

      S.H.62 Left-hand “Octopus” 11/49

      S.H.63 7.4 oil for Ansair Pty. 3/50

      S.H.64 “Octopus” 24.O/4 -??-

Firstly, we must remember that these post-war units were not really intended

for starting, but for turning the engine over in the workshop. 54-55 relate to vehicles

powered by the 7.4 litre engine, on which a decompression lever was fitted, and 56

and 56/1 are for vehicles fitted with the 8.6 litre pre-war unit (that engine was still
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manufactured and re-manufactured by Leyland until the fifties.) 57,59 and 60 all

relate to chassis powered by the 9.8 litre engine. On this, the means of decompression

was situated on the top of the engine and could only be reached after the cylinder head

cover had been removed. The starting handle, therefore, was solely for use to turn

over the engine when it was being attended to.

Look at the illustration above and you can see the cover in the radiator’s exter-

nal grille which can be removed to expose the shaft on the engine. Similarly the post

war goods vehicles had a more obvious oval shaped hole at the bottom of the front

grille.

The most interesting entries are 61 and 63 for engines installed in chassis

which were not of Leyland manufacture. 61 was special to Midland Red (BMMO),

which had constructed 50 petrol engined chassis fitted with English Electric coach

bodies in 1937, Nos.1968-2017, (CHA 950-999), forming the ‘SLR’ class. These were

re-engined with E.181 7.4 litre Leyland engines in 1947, and continued in service

with Midland Red until 1955, after which many saw further service in other fleets.

63 was a unit supplied along with engines to Ansair of Australia. This was an

aviation compay with a factory near Melbourne which built some integral buses in the

1950s and 1960s, and installed engines of various makes in their product. The Ansair

“Transette” was a rear engined transit model with a front entrance and approx. thirty

seats, and there was an Ansair-Flxible “Clipper” built under American licence. Petrol

and oil driven engines of various makes were used including American Ford V8, the

Perkins P6, the Bedford 300 and the Leyland E.181.
Notes:  BEWAC overleaf is the British West Africa Corporation.

Differences between each S.H. unit are minimal.

Thanks to N.D.Steele and A.Pritchard for extra information.

(BCVMA)
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Feature edited by Wilf Dodds. All correspondence to Mike Sutcliffe

67. Buses for Cuba (Torque Nos. 15, 17-19)  See under 119 below.

 73. Wilkinson double-take  (Torque Nos. 16,18,29-30)

A very keen eyed Michael Plunkett claims that in the phtograph of “UP 5438”

on page 18 of Torque No.29, visible below “To the Show” in the destination box is

“Odwalls” - a village on the Gower Peninsula, near Swansea. If this is the case, then

presumably a Vanguard blind was already installed, and the Show would have been

local to Swansea?

   119. Leyland Racing Car Transporters (Torque Nos. 29-32)

Ron Phillips has located a newspaper cutting describing the Tyrell Racing

Organisation Ltd. vehicle thus: ‘it has a box-like body, low and long. The original

running units on the 36ft. long vehicle were overhauled, the starter, the dynamo and

electric wiring replaced, a new instrument panel fitted, brake pipes blown out and a

new body built by Tiverton Coachbuilders. The Dunlop tyres are the originals. Total

cost was £1300 for the chassis, £400 for overhauling it and replacing the electrical

parts, and £3400 for the new body.’

120. H.M.S.Catherwood Titan TD1  (Torque No. 29)

Michael Plunkett says the demonstrator sent to Catherwood was not TE 9520

but, almost certainly, TF2337 (chassis 71420), a vehicle “doing the rounds” at the

time and with the slightly later type of body with deeper cant-rail band over the

windscreen and cab, and a deeper panel above the offside lower deck windows.

Photographed  by Leyland Motors before dispatch is ex-demonstrator TF 2337

now in the corporate blue livery of SMT.          (BCVMA).
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TE 9520 was sold to Barton Transport in April 1932 and TF 2337 to Midland

Bus Services, Airdrie, in January 1932. It was then painted in the corporate SMT

Group blue livery, to be used on the Ayr town services, and was transferred to Western

SMT in July 1932. There is therefore a connection between this Food for Thought

item and the next one below. See photograph on previous page.

124. Lanarkshire Tow-wagon (Torque No. 32)

Responses came from Alan Townsin and Jasper Pettie, but this is from Garry

Ward, who writes: ‘the vehicle found on the premises of John Pitt of Larkhall is likely

to have been one of three former Westerm SMT Leyland Titan TD2 tow wagons.

These TD2s had come from a batch of vehicles bought new in 1932 and primarily

intended to replace the Ayr Corporation trams. These TD2s had a centre roof section

in their Leyland bodies which could fold back in good weather. Four of the batch were

converted to tow wagons during the war; one of them (AG 8237) received a slightly

different style of body, whereas the other three (AG 8235,8242,8253) conform to the

look of the vehicle in Pitt’s yard. All four were sold in 1958/early 1959 to Hugh

Lundie of Kilmarnock, who was principally a scrap dealer. However, it is known that

at least two were sold for further use, AG 8237 going to Garner’s of Bridge of Weir

and one other (unidentified) going to Keenan of Coalhall. This may be the vehicle

which went to Pitt. All ran on trade plates after conversion to tow wagons, so identi-

fication is made more difficult. They all originally had opening drivers’ windscreens,

but I notice the one in question has a replacement one-piece window fitted. The tow

wagon was not a TS1/2/3 nor TD1, as it had the later front dumb irons and a fully

floating back axle,  as can be clearly seen in the photograph.

‘The reference to it having possibly

originated in London may refer to a

fifth vehicle (GK 434), a Tiger TS3,

which originated with Premier Line of

Watford. These vehicles featured in a

previous edition of Leyland Torque

and Journal No.7. This Tiger was con-

verted to a tower wagon, mainly for

the cutting down of overhanging tree

branches, but it is recorded as having

remained with Western SMT until its

sale in 1968. One other point, which

makes me doubt that it is GK 434 is

that, whilst the body conversion was

similar to the TD2 tow wagons, this

vehicle is not noted as having carried

the small “Tow Wagon” glass plate,

which can just be made out below the

drivers’ window in the photograph.’

Photo - see caption opposite.
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The photo opposite is the view looking down on the open roof of one of the first of the

31 TD2 Titans for Ayr town services. Taken in March 1932, the bus is seen in the

entrance to South Works, parked on what is now King Street. On the right is Thurston

Road, and the wooden hut on the left is the corner of where the BCVM now stands.

ABOVE is a view of the upper deck of one of the Ayr buses, with the roof closed.

BELOW is a photo of the last of the batch, ordered by SMT and delivered to Midland

Bus Services, and later passing to Western SMT in 7/32.   It shows signs of the “Vee-

front” design, although it is a timber framed body.        (All photos by BCVMA)
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125. Scottish Commercial Motor Company (Torque No. 32)

No response has been received on this one, probably not helped by the incor-

rect heading! Sorry, it is the Company which is queried and not the Scottish Show.

126. Crossley bodied Hippo lorries (Torque No. 32)

Peter Greaves has discovered that the Park Royal list from which he supplied

the Army serial numbers for these vehicles contained errors. Malcolm Wilford, whilst

covering that same point, says that the MoD records list a total of 1164 lorries, which

clearly include the 240 bodied by Crossley, although Leyland Motors’ records, rather

mysteriously, say 1163. Malcolm quotes the full batch as Leyland 538001-539164, of

which the Army numbers are :

538001-539040 - 42 BM 00 to 52 BM 39

539041-539164 - 37 BS  26 to 38 BS  39

 Both writers quote the alternative name for these vehicles as Martian, though Peter

says the Army did not use that description. Peter further suggests that the model had

serious problems with differentials and gearboxes, which could account for the time

between build (1953) and dates to service (1957/8). We still have no explanation of

Crossley’s involvement; did they build bodies/cabs or modify existing bodies (or even

chassis)?  Also, whatever Crossley did do begs the question of who dealt with the

other 924 (or 923).

Maurice Ostick, who worked at Crossley until July 1954, does not recall 6x6

Hippos - perhaps to early for these - but says there were ‘dozens of the 6x4 variant,

fitted with split-waist cabs and painted in RAF blue.’

127. Hydraulic Torque Converters (Torque No. 32)

Ron Phillips comments that, having researched and written the articles in

Torque Nos.15-16, he does not believe that the HTC1 and HTC3 converters used in

buses used water. Leyland did do some work on  the oil-based liquid, and the main

difference between the HTC1 and HTC3 was the latters improved oil seals.

128. Late Titan TD1 chassis (Torque No. 32)

Alan Townsin writes: ‘ I can vouch for one of the two  Birch Bros. vehicles,

GX 132 (chassis no. 869) being a TD1, in the sense that a photopgraph shows that it

conformed to that model’s design in having a semi-floating rear axle and the TD1

form of chassis front end with curved dumb irons and the springs shackled at the

front. I am pretty certain that I have also seen a picture of GX 131, showing the same

features. These two had quite modern looking Birch bodies, originally seating 56. I

suspect that the Motor Taxation reference to these and the Westminster bus as TD2

was simply an error. The note quotes the 31 vehicles involved as “supplied in 1931”,

which was probably the chassis delivery date (confirmed - WHD) as the PSV Circle

list mentioned shows the date of all of them as 1932, the latter doubtless referring to

the date of first licensing or entry into service. It is interesting that these 31 vehicles

were supplied via Leyland’s London Office, which makes me wonder if there was a

specific reason, for there were far more TD2s within the same numerical range, start-

ing at chassis no.102.  All were for operators in the south, and most had non-Leyland

bodies, the largest single batch being a dozen for Southdown with Short Bros. bodies,
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Obviously a Leyland Titan TD1. Despite having been fitted with an AEC oil engine and

radiator, this picture clearly shows the TD1 type dumb irons and spring shackles, and

the semi-floating back axle. New to Birch Bros., it became London Transport TD85

before being sold to Canvey & District. Its Birch Bros. body was modern for its day

though it had very much of a “utility”  look about it. The bus was even further rebuilt at

a later date.        (The late S.L.Poole)

but there were 3 with standard Leyland lowbridge bodies for Reading Corporation. It

was a common experience in the industry for some sets of parts for obsolete models to

remain uncommitted as a new model got under way. Often these were held for spares,

but it looks as though these chassis were sold off, but why via London?

129. Early Leyland Diesel engines (Torque No. 32)

This subject has now become too big for Food for Thought, see page 29.

130. Leyland bodies on Titan PD1 & PD2

John Dalzell of Carlisle asks if the shortening of the cab front panel on Leyland

bodied PD2s was merely a cosmetic change to distinguish them from the PD1 or if the

alteration was due to some dimensional difference in the chassis? He says that study

of photos suggests that the slope of the cab front appears similar on both models, yet

projecting the line of the panel downwards on the PD2 would appear to slice off the

front of the mudguard. Are the mudguards different?  Is the front axle in a different

position ?  Maybe the PD2’s panel is at a slightly different angle from that of the PD1?

All these things look the same on photos, but clearly at least one must be different.

Were both versions in production at the same time, and were there any exceptions to

the rule on Leyland-built bodies? Alexander built bodies to the Leyland design, yet

some of their bodies on PD1s had the short front panel, and the prototype PD2 had the

long panel.
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   131. Express Motorways, Royal Tiger (or is it?)

          Chris Taylor has sent this photograph of what he suspects is a South African

built vehicle, which displays a Royal Tiger motif on the front. A separate, but

irreproducible, photograph of the chassis, however, reveals a front-mounted engine.

Can anyon identify the model and its operator?  It was No.205 in the fleet, registered

KGR 311, which registration suggests it ran in Kenya.

132. Leyland lorry cabs

Bob Kell asks why Leyland persisted with its “archaic” lorry cab until well

into  the 1930s when by that time it was completely outshone by every other lorry

manufacturer.  As he points out, the passenger bodies were kept up-to-date, so why

not the lorries?  As example he has provided a dealer’s publicity postcard issued by

Chandler’s of Deptford, (no space to reproduce here) which depicts a 5/6-ton Leyland

of F. Butler & Son. Can this be identified please?

133. Leyland Llama psv

          Mike Fenton has recently seen a photograph, taken not earlier than 1952, of a

Leyland Llama GTS4 with chassis number 196. By then it carried a Burlingham half

cab body of circa1939, but had originally been supplied to James Robertson (Golden

Shred), the Paisley jam and marmalade makers, as a van in October 1932. Mike says

he understands that the Llama was a goods vehicle based on a modified Tiger TS4

chassis.

Can anyone provide a full history of the Llama in question ? Please note that

brief details of another “Llama” psv appear in Torque No.8  (pages 34/35), only in

this case it seems it was a “Tiger” in disguise. It is further confusing to note that in

South America, Leyland marketed the “Tiger” as the “Puma” and the “Lioness” as

the “Llama”, and there was another model which used the “Llama” name mentioned

on page 34 of this issue of Torque.
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NATIONAL  GALLERY

Leyland-Nationals were not all the same, and there were many variations to

the specification even among so-called standard batches delivered to the NBC.

Above is an intermediate length 10951/1L of Centraal Nederland, Holland,

new in 1975. (Photographer not known) Below is Pennine Motor Services LN2

which disguises its original identity and age with a Northern Ireland registration

number RIB 5081, and its shape with the orange, grey and black livery of its

owner, a longstanding user of Leyland products.     (Ron Phillips)



24 ROAD-RAIL INTERCHA

   Transfer of goods from a local railway siding to road transport was a common sight in 

ANGE AT SOUTHPORT 25

the mid-thirties when this Southport registered Beaver was almost new..      (BCVMA)
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A bumper set of responses from P.H.Carlton, Allan Condie, Wilf Dodds, Mike Fenton,

Peter Greaves, Tony Hall, Tony Holdsworth, Roy Marshall, Alan Oxley, Jasper Pettie,

Michael Plunkett, Alan Townsin and Malcolm W ilford.  Many thanks indeed to you all.

 Leyland Tiger TS7,  BU 8600  (Torque Nos. 30-2)

Alan Townsin’s suggestion that the coach body on BU 8600 resembled the 1939 Massey

rebodies on Cumberland TS2s has hit the nail on the head. Tony Holdsworth and

Mike Fenton confirm that CMS TS2 RM5629 was sold to dealer North, of Leeds, in

1950 and they sold it on to Hortons Motor Works. Hortons must have removed the

original Shearing body on BU 8600 and replaced it with the newer 1939 Massey body

from RM 5629. It is not clear from the photograph whether the body was front or rear

entrance, but it was originally at the rear on RM 5629.

Leyland Titan PD2/3, ‘South Africa’ (Torque Nos. 28-32)

With a substantial amount of new information coming forward on export and ‘stock’

Leyland-bodied PD2s, this topic will now need be dealt with as an article in a future

issue.

 Sutcliffe of Todmorden,  Leyland TS7,  CXM 712 (Torque Nos. 31-2)

No more on CXM 712, but Tony Holdsworth appeals for photographs of CXM 711, new

to Red Line Continental Tours of London N.10, which had a full-front coach body.

CXM 713 (Bedford WTB) and CXM 714 (Leyland Cub KP3A) were also coaches for

London operators, so the batch must have been dealer-registered.

Barton, Leyland Lion LT5A, ARR 178 (Torque Nos. 31-2)

Roy Marshall ( who photographed this bus with its Willowbrook body in August

1952)  notes that Barton.s policy in the 1930s was to sell all coaches after only two

years,  but to rebody buses after six years, reusing some parts. With World War II

looming, later Lion coaches were retained and rebodied.

Alan Oxley raises questions concerning sister coach ARR 179 sold to South Wales. It

passed to Dawkins of Neath in September 1938 and then to Griffin of Brynmawr,

(No. 98) and is seen in this Alan Cross view with a body which can only be described

as “a come down from its former glory” and the bus sports a very odd radiator for a

Lion!  Can any reader identify this type of Leyland radiator?

 Another 1950 view shows what appears to be an ex-Glasgow Corporation Titan TD1,

GE 7221, with a similar ‘odd body’ in the Red & White fleet. Can anyone elaborate on

the South Wales history of these two vehicles, and the bodywork they carry?  Has the

TD1 wheelbase been lengthened from 16ft 6in to 17ft 6in to accommodate the “new”

body?  Also, were there any more bodies of this type from the same source?

 Austin, Stafford,  Leyland ‘Tiger’, VT 4929 (Torque No. 32)

Despite appearances this ‘Tiger’ turns out to be Lion LT2 chassis 51059 fitted with a

Tiger radiator.  It was new to Pritchard of Stoke on Trent in 1930, passing to ABC,

Associated Bus Co. of Hanley in 1933 and then to Austin in 1940.

ODD BODIES!
Edited by Bob Kell. All correspondence to Mike Sutcliffe
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All our correspondents suggest Lawton as the coachbuilder of a body which has re-

ceived ‘some attention’ in its career.

The ex Barton LT5A

with   the  unusual

radiator - ARR 179 is

seen in the service of

Griffin of Brynmawr.
                 (Alan Cross)

Red & White No.133

appears to be based

on an ex Glasgow

TD1 chassis, GE

7221, but is it ? The

bus appears to carry

a dull wartime finish,

alongside R&W 473,

a Bedford OWB.

   (Alan Cross)

 Leyland Tiger TS7,  BFC 675 (Torque No. 32)

This Tiger was new to South Midland Motor Services with, apparently, a Harrington

coach body and was sold to Taylor, Enterprise Coaches, of  Newbury in January 1951.

Thereafter our correspondents differ. One advises that the body shown is typical of a

short-lived 1934 design by Burlingham. Another speculates that Portsmouth Aviation

may have been involved in rebuilding work.  Any further views please?  Are we sure

it was a TS7 (or TS6?)  and what was its chassis number?

Elkes Biscuits,  DRE 227  (Torque No. 32)

Malcolm Wilford informs us that this was a TSC9 Beaver, chassis 9732, of December

1935. The coachbuilders were Rushton & Wilson, of Great Barr, Birmingham.

Leyland Tiger TS1,  EWO 919 (Torque No. 32)

All agree that the body was a 1936 metal-framed Alexander C32F body displaced

from an Alexander TS7, when these were rebuilt to TD4 specification and rebodied as
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double-deckers in 1943. EWO 919 is a re-registration  by Hills of Tredegar of TS1

Tiger GO 4122 which was new to the Royal Arsenal Co-operative Society of London

SW.18.

New Items – Three northern Tiger coaches

Lancashire and Yorkshire appear to be the centres of unusual coach bodies, and these

three have so far defied identification.

Graves Coaches, Oldham (?), Leyland Tiger TS4,  BU 7180

Quite a handsome affair for the early 1930s but who built the body?

Monks of Leigh,  Leyland Tiger TS6 ?  JP 1353

Some resemblance to contemporary Beadle bodies but did they build this one?

(From J.Bennett collection)

Thanks to John Bennett and Mike Fenton for these latest teasers.   Our stock of new

items is now getting low, so if you have any pictures of buses or lorries with odd

bodies, even if you know the answers, please send them to the Editor who will scan

them and send them back by return.
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Simonds, Botesdale,  Leyland Lion LT5, YG 6600

A hint of Burlingham in this body, but surely no more than a hint? The setting is the

lovely Suffolk market place at Bury St. Edmunds with plenty of 1930s motor cars in

the background, but what of the coach?.

LEYLAND’s FIRST OIL ENGINES
by Alan Townsin and Mike Sutcliffe

The topic raised in Food for Thought No.129 on the first oil engines prompted a

letter from Alan Townsin which has been added to by the Editor and has resulted in this

small article.  Here we outline the developments, but there is so much more material avail-

able in the surviving Leyland Reports, now held at the BCVM, that a more extensive article

or series of articles will follow in the future when our researches are more advanced.

          Alan also has a copy of T.H.Parkinson’s book ‘Diesel Maintenance’, first pub-

lished in 1942 and containing the list reproduced in Food for Thought No.129. As the

works manager of F.H.Dutson Ltd, Leeds, involved in fitting the Gardner 4L2 in the

Leyland RAF type lorry shown in the list as dating from June 1930, he doubtless

sought to be aware of what other pioneers in this field were doing. However, by the

nature of such things, details of experiments would not normally be revealed until

later, if at all. It rather looks as if the dates of the two references to Leyland engines

may have related to decisions, rather than when the engines or vehicles were com-

pleted and in running order.

From Mike’s summaries of the Leyland reports, Leyland Motors were taking

the question of oil engines seriously enough by May 1929 to appoint P.E.Biggar, who
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had designed such an engine for the Attendu Co, of Manchester (this unit having

been submitted to Leyland for examination), to take charge of all experimental design

work in connection with such engines. Does anyone know more about the Attendu

concern?  It is vaguely recollected that the name was connected with very early motor

cars but we have not yet been able to trace any details.

Double Take! Nearside and

offside views of the Dutson

conversion of a Leyland RAF

type lorry to diesel power. The

engine is a Gardner 6L2, and

the date is June 1930.

     The Hesselman “Spark Ignition” engine

Hesselman was a  Swedish  inventor whose idea was to inject fuel oil into the

cylinder and to use spark ignition, so as not to require the high compression needed

for a C.I. diesel engine. The design required petrol for starting, but was said to be

tolerant of a wider range of fuel than a C.I. engine. Like others in that field, he

worked largely by  interesting  manufacturers with a view to them building such

engines under Hesselman licence. Alan’s 1941 edition of ‘The Modern Diesel’ quotes

a total of over 1,000 such engines claimed to have been built in Sweden by Volvo and

Scania, and the American engine maker Waukesha was another user. Presumably

these would all be made by some time in the 1930s and the implication is that they

worked satisfactorily.

A cross section of the

Hesselman engine, showing

one of the sharply angled

sprayers, also the angled

sparking  plug and pot cavity

piston  with 30º  sides.  The idea

of the pot cavity piston was

used by Biggar when he was

designing   the   Leyland  oil

engine  developed  from  the

Tiger petrol engine.

Understandably the idea was apt to appeal to those who had misgivings about

diesels, for example the difficulty in starting high-compression engines as well as

their noise and vibration – by the late 1920s petrol engines like the Leyland T-type

were supremely refined, which must have made most early diesels seem unacceptably

harsh.
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                Hesselman sent a demonstration vehicle (make unknown) to Britain in the

spring of 1929 and impressed Leyland enough for work to start in June 1929 on the

design of a Leyland engine, seemingly based on the T-type, but with the Hesselman

system of fuel injection, and with a series of separate pump/injector units for each

cylinder as well as a magneto and sparking plugs. This is doubtless the source of the

date in the table, but the engine is understood not to have run until the end of the year,

and even then was far from satisfactory. Such an engine was fitted in a Titan chassis

and first ran in February 1930 but was judged disappointing, with lack of power, poor

idling and smoke problems - it seems unlikely that it was bodied. Little progress was

made in the succeeding months and by June tests were suspended pending further

negotiations, though a Leyland-built engine with the Hesselman system was sent to

Sweden followed later by a Titan chassis.

Two pictures of the

Hesselman engine

built    by    Leyland

Motors,    taken in

February 1930.  Note

the similarity of the

crankcase with the T-

type petrol engine.

          (BCVMA)
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    Other Experiments.

In May 1929, Leyland Motors jointly purchased a Mercedes-Benz oil-engined

lorry with H.Viney & Co, of Preston, in order to learn from it in service.  Leyland

carried out all of the repairs and maintenance and monitored its performance over the

next two years.  For such an early oil engine it was remarkably good and all of the

breakdowns and repairs were accurately recorded (in the 12 months of 1930 it aver-

aged 10.7 mpg on recorded miles of 21,623).   Mr. C.le M.Gosselin, the Managing

Director of Vineys, said that it was incapable of doing the work of a petrol vehicle

because it was so slow and, had it not been for the fact that Leyland had shared the

purchase cost and maintenance, he would have rejected it within the first 6 months!

          Leyland also ran a lorry (from April 1929) with a Junkers oil engine (possibly

a Shop Wagon?) but this was not a success and tests were discontinued in March,

1930.  Four months later a Deutz 6 cylinder engine was tested but not considered

suitable, as was a McLaren diesel in April, 1931.  A visit was made to Leeds in

November 1930 to inspect a Gardner 6L2 oil engine in a Crossley bus, but this was

also considered totally unsuitable as it was governed to only 1300 rpm which limited

its road speed.

Vineys’ CK 4118

was a Mercedes-

Benz oil engined

lorry bought jointly

with Leyland in

May 1929, seen

here in 1944in

Wartime   livery

after a long life.

Note the Leyland

type front scuttle

and side lamp

brackets. Some-

one has chalked

“Axis Nightmare”

on the top of the

radiator.

 (BCVMA)
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Leyland’s first oil engine

While the Hesselman project was at a standstill it was decided, perhaps at first

merely as a back-up, that experiments should be carried out in developing a compres-

sion ignition engine derived from the T-type overhead-camshaft unit,using a Bosch

in-line injection pump. Designs were put in hand by July 1930 and the first was

running on a test bench by December, reported as running smoothly, idling at down

to 300 rpm and giving good fuel consumption, though power was not considered

what it should be and the exhaust was smoky. The table entry of October 1930 for a

Leyland direct-injection engine in an experimental lorry thus seems a little ahead of

reality. At that stage, the Hesselman had still not been ruled out if its problems could

be overcome, and indeed work on it resumed and continued.

          Looking at a diagram of a Hesselman engine, it is significant that the piston

had a cavity having the shape of a flower-pot and it rather looks as if Mr Biggar may

have taken this as the starting-off point for his oil engine design, modifying it with a

compression ratio high enough and other changes so as to act as a true diesel, with

direct injection. Over succeeding months development of this design continued, even-

tually to good effect.

          For a time this engine design was rather confusingly described as the “Tiger

diesel” before generally being called the 8-litre diesel. In April 1931, it was remarked

that this engine was rougher and noisier than a petrol engine but appreciably better in

these respects than any of the other C.I. engines tested in the Research Department.

In February the Gardner 6L2 had been described as the noisiest engine ever tested in

that department, though extremely good on fuel economy.  In March 1931 it was

decided to put in hand a larger oil engine (10-litre) called the “Leopard diesel” and it

was this engine that later developed into the successful railcar engine, combined with

the Lysholm-Smith hydraulic torque converter (HTC2).   It was from this oil engine

that the 10 litre petrol engine was a developed – “in reverse”, so to speak!

          It is interesting to see how these names evolved  -  “Tiger diesel” was clearly an

oil engine developed from the Tiger petrol engine, but at the time the name Leopard

was associated with something larger at Leyland; they had not so long ago built two

larger PLSC2 versions of the successful LSC / PLSC Lion for Liverpool and called

them “Leopard”!  These names continued until September 1931 when it was discov-

ered that they could not use the Leopard name (as possibly Studebaker had rights to

the name for its 3 ton truck?) and the engines became known plainly as the 8-litre and

10-litre.

          A “Tiger diesel” was fitted into a Lioness chassis for test in March 1931 and

put on the road, though it was reported as still emitting too much smoke. In Stock-

holm the same was said of the Hesselman-powered Titan, which had been run for 100

miles on the road.  By May 1931 a “Tiger diesel” had been fitted into a Leona chassis

(probably the LTB1 mentioned above)  for demonstration.  It was fitted with  what

was effectively the front part of a Lioness body, with space for a test load behind. It

was found that the interior noise and vibration reached an undesirable level and it

was agreed to modify the rear engine crossmember with rubber cushioned mountings.
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By June 1931 a considerable number of demonstrations of this vehicle were

being carried out and it was decided to use the Leona for the demonstration of oil

engined  vehicles to be participated in by various makes held in September 1931 in

Manchester. This important event was held in conjunction with a meeting of the

municipal transport managers, of which Stuart Pilcher, by then general manager of

Manchester’s transport department, was a leading light, and early advocate of the use

of oil engines in road vehicles.

In terms of road transport diesel engine history it was a landmark event for, as

well as the Leyland 8-litre, it marked the first public appearance of the AEC Ricardo

8.8-litre (which superseded the AEC Acro 8.1-litre engine on offer since October

1930) and the Gardner LW-series engines, replacing the L2 series for road transport

use. From Leyland’s viewpoint, the demand for the 8-litre engine, at first in terms of

single units for experimental use, had become such that the main problem was in

meeting it, even though it was by no means yet out of trouble in matters such as

bearing failures. At that stage Leyland’s interest in the Hesselman engine had still not

died completely but was fading away as operators turned towards the true diesel.

    Frustration with oil engine developments

In the meantime the management of Leyland were seriously worried about

their competitors, AEC and Crossleys were gaining a serious advantage with their oil

engines.  They erroneously thought that the AEC oil engine was interchangeable with

the AEC petrol engine.   It was thought essential to have a new and powerful engine

in their new goods chassis at the 1931 Show.  These chassis were designed to meet the

axle weight regulations laid down by under 1930 Road Traffic Act, making overload-

ing illegal, and were described as the Leyland “Legal Lorry”.  They had straight

frames, cast steel spoked wheels and a set-back front axle with a long protruding

bonnet.  The four-wheeler was called the LLAMA (Legal Lorry!) whereas the six-

wheeler was called the Llama-Hippo – a similar name combination of names to the

The Leyland Leona

test-bed vehicle,

with its short bus-

style cabin, to the

rear of which the

chassis could be

loaded with cast

iron weights.

      (BCVMA)
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Bull-Terrier and Buffalo-Terrier!  Thank goodness that sense prevailed and they were

re-named Buffalo,(TQ3) and Rhino, (TR1).

For these two new models, and to hedge their bets due to the slow, uncertain

development and acceptability of the oil engines (the Hesselman, Tiger diesel and

Leopard), a new petrol engine had been developed in parallel, being a side valve, six

cylinder engine, with 4½in bore and 5½in stroke.  This was to be ready just prior to

Olympia.  It was completed and photographed in September 1930, but at that time it

“was not yielding results of any outstanding merit”.  By November, 1930 it had been

redesigned with overhead inlet valves and side exhaust valves (now described as the

“Model F”) and, with twin carburettors or Solex Duplex carburettor, its output at

114hp @ 2000rpm was “an improvement on anything yet built at Leyland”, but there

were still problems with exceptionally hot exhaust valves.   By April 1931 a test

engine was running in a Buffalo (presumably TQ1) though there were problems with

the casting of the cylinder heads.  In both May and June, 1931 reports refer to the

4½in Model F oil engine so, was this a fourth attempt at producing an oil engine by

Leyland?   Unfortunately there is no further mention of the “F” oil engine but it

certainly points to the fact that there was much confusion and frustration with progress

in the Chief Engineer’s Dept. at Leyland.

The 6 cylinder, 4½ x 5½ins.,  side valve petrol engine, seen in September 1930, before

its conversion to overhead-inlet, side-exhaust valve layout, when it was re- classified

“Model F”.          (BCVMA)

Despite its good potential performance the Model F seems to have been dropped

around July/August, 1931 probably because, while all this was going on, a new Mark

II T-type petrol engine was also being developed (the Chief Engineer’s Department

must have been very busy!).  It is recorded that “the first Llama is to have the T-type
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MkII petrol engine and the Rhino is to have the Leopard oil engine, interchangeable

with the T-type”  (in August, 1931 the Llama was re-named New Buffalo).   By the

time the Show arrived the Leopard diesel had not been tested sufficiently so the Rhino

TR1, destined for Hovis, was fitted with a Tiger diesel, to be changed for the bigger

engine at a later date.  The Llama name was later used for the passenger based goods

chassis and some South American LTB type buses.

          By December 1931, a Titan chassis with 8-litre oil engine was handed to the

demonstration department and the one-off front-entrance Titan had been fitted with

one and was sent out on demonstration duty. It was reported that Crosville had called

for one of its Titan buses to be fitted with an oil engine, it being said that it was the

first operator to use a Leyland oil engine.

          It is worth commenting that Leyland had a strong advantage in that the 8-litre

engine was directly interchangeable with a T-type petrol engine and this meant that

many early installations were conversions from petrol, making tracing the exact se-

quence of events more difficult. Establishing just which was the first oil-engined

Leyland bus running in an operator’s fleet might not be easy but there were certainly

several during the earlier part of 1932. Leyland had proceeded more cautiously than

AEC and Crossley and did not suffer the large-scale disasters both those makers did

in the 1930-31 period, even though there were still some problems ahead.

The long snout of the Llama

“Legal Lorry” (later re-named

Buffalo TQ3)   showing  its

“Tiger diesel”   8.1   litre oil

engine.               (BCVMA)

The 8-litre was adopted for production by Leyland, its cylinder dimensions

being 4 3/8in bore and 5½in stroke (8.1-litre, to be precise), and the form of combus-

tion system was patented jointly by Leyland and Mr Biggar in 1931. As with most

other early oil engines, it went through a spell of bearing troubles but this was over-

come. It was the basis for Leyland’s main diesel output up to 1941 (though from 1933

with bore size increased to 4½in, giving 8.6-litre swept volume, the 8.1-litre being

dropped in 1934). It was noted for its smooth running and generally proved reliable

over what were often long lives of the vehicles so powered. There was some continu-

ing concern for a while that the output was rather limited in proportion to the capacity

but for bus work it proved adequate within the weight limits of those days for almost

all users, even in hilly areas. It was not the most economical direct-injection diesel
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but was better in this respect than indirect-injection types, most notably the Ricardo

Comet favoured by AEC, Crossley and others in the mid-1930s.

          In 1935 Biggar resigned from Leyland Motors and, in the course of conversa-

tion with Bob Fryars last year, Alan learned that he joined General Motors, where he

worked on their two-stroke diesel, as introduced for road vehicles circa1938, and

which became very widely used in many American vehicles.

LEFT: A cross-section of the combustion cham-

ber  -  note the vertical sprayer, offset to the side

of the 15°  pot cavity in the piston; later types had

the sprayer inclined, at the same angle as the side

of the “flower pot”.

BELOW: The 10-litre oil engine (previously called

the “Leopard diesel”), in April 1932, ready for test-

ing in a road vehicle.

The “Tiger diesel”  8 litre

engine in 1931. (Photos

BCVMA)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
   From Mr C.J.Duncan, Kinlochrannach, Pitlochry

Mr. Duncan has written to tell us about his late father’s business “The Rannoch

Mail & Bus Service” before its demise. When he was younger he worked on Leyland

Tigers and Lions and started his business in 1949 with a Bedford OB: this vehicle

was followed by a number of Fords but latterly the last two coaches owned were

Leyland Tigers with Duple Laser bodywork, one with a Leyland engine and the other

with a Cummins engine.  He remembers that they were good machines, though the

only problem was the semi-automatic gearboxes.

Mr Duncan sent this picture of

a Leyland Tiger PS1 of A & C

McLennan, Spittalfield which

appears to have the Royal coat

of arms on the cab door and

carries an Alexander Bluebird on

its side.  DGS 625 has chassis

no. 500249, was new in 1951

and carries a McLennan C39F

body.  Clearly 30ft long, was the

chassis lengthened prior to

bodying?

 From Wilf  Dodds, Nuneaton

Just a couple of odds and ends regarding Torque No.31:  Liverpool Police Vans

(pp.34-5)  Motor Tax records show KC4320 to have been licensed 8/23; the date of last

licensing is not recorded, but the last owner was Routledge, Liverpool 22, as  “goods”.

Manchester low-height bodies (page 40): the borrowed Titan was Ribble’s 674

CK 4126 of 1928, although I have only previously seen photographs of it reappearing,

seemingly unscathed, on the other side of the bridge.

From Robin Hannay, Crewe

The letter in Torque No.29 from Fred Boulton, refuting my statement that

Leopards were built in L.A.P. before production of the T45 commenced, has been

brought to my attention by Roger Bullough, who was involved in Quality Control.

The Leyland Assembly Plant was built for the production of the new T45 range,

commencing with the Roadtrain.  As the plant was ready before cab production started

at Motor Panels, it was decided to build Leopard chassis to test out the assembly

system, in addition to those built at BX.  The Leopard was chosen, as at 36 feet long,

it was longer than any planned T45 models.  This would allow manoeuvring of these

chassis whilst being built, to ensure that T45 chassis would have no problems.  He

also tells me that the Leopard chassis had two additional holes drilled in the side

members – one in front of the front spring hangers and one behind the rear spring

hangers to allow hooks to fit to suspend the chassis during construction.  His notes
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are filed away but he thinks a suffix was added to the chassis numbers and they may

have been in a separate numbering series.  He believes a lot were for U.T.A. (Yes,

LAP built Vehicles had a ‘3’ in the chassis no., e.g. 8030000. - Ed.)

I worked for a Leyland dealer and was in regular touch with the factory at that

time and visited Leyland frequently.  I was aware of the new plant and its preparation

for the new T45 range and it was completed in time for the launch of the Roadtrain in

January 1980.

Referring to Quality Control, when the D.A.F. people marched in after Leyland

Trucks was given to them in 1987, they soon realised what a high quality product was

produced and that warranty claims were considerably lower that for D.A.F. products.

When a D.A.F. chassis was received at a dealership, it was subject to a ZI inspection.

This involved a mechanic checking the vehicle thoroughly and could take from about

20 hours for a 1900 to 35 or more for an eight wheeler.  Rectification of faults added

to this time.  To meet demand, building of right hand drive FA 1900s was transferred

to Leyland and dealers were told that the Leyland built vehicles were to receive the

normal Leyland receiving inspection which took about 30 minutes!  This was mainly

to verify that there were no damage and the specification was correct. In the early

days a lot of vehicles were driven to the dealer and we found tracking was out and

other major defects.  Other continental manufacturers chassis were of similar low

standards and most went back to the dealer for an inspection after entering service

and had a lot of items to be rectified.

From Martin Perry, Ledbury
Just back from another trip to

New Zealand and I thought that the

enclosed might be of interest and a

little different !   In 1973 Leyland

Australia put into production a car,

which was of wholly Australian

manufacture – a big 4-door saloon

with body styling by Michelotti.  It

was named the P76, but was only in

production for less than 18 months

and  is  consequently  now quite a

rarity.  I  chanced on this 1973 ex-

ample fitted with 4416cc Rover V8

engine parked in a side street in

Christchurch, and thought that as it

is in all truth a “Leyland” it might

be worthy of a place in Leyland

Torque!

(Thanks Martin, well we do say

that we cater for anything that is

badged “Leyland”, but…..! – Ed.)
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From Alan Townsin, Steventon

          Origins of the Lynx - Neil Mitchell’s article, together with Neil Steele’s notes,

in Torque No.32, page 16, made some interesting points but omits to mention that the

Lynx models as introduced in late 1937 were production derivatives of a semi-for-

ward control version of the Cub that had been produced nearly two years earlier for

Shell-Mex and perhaps others. These were quite a familiar sight and so far as I recall,

the Lynx seemed outwardly identical save for a change of bonnet louvre style.

          The big ‘generational’ change for the Cub family just before the Commercial

Motor Show 1935, when the overhead-valve 4.7-litre petrol engine was introduced,

together with the letter ‘Z’ in the chassis type designations of models so powered, also

brought a major redesign for the goods model chassis, newly designated in a KZ

series. They were quite different in appearance from their side-valve predecessors,

with a new deeper parallel-sided radiator mounted flush with the front of a new type

of frame. The initial bonneted version of the KZ goods models had a fairly long

bonnet and was of true normal-control type; the forward-control SKZ types had the

same radiator but with the front dash of the cab mounted directly behind it.

        The idea of semi-forward control using a very short bonnet behind a radiator

mounted well forward and with the rear part of the engine projecting into the cab and

covered by a large cowl, had been greatly popularised by the Bedford “WT-series”

models using this layout, first seen at the 1933 Commercial Motor Show. They sold in

large numbers, giving good load space on a modest overall length and lively six-

cylinder performance with a payload of up to 3 tons as well as being light enough at

under 2½ tons unladen to operate legally at up to 30mph. They were also barely more

than half the price of a Cub. By then, Bedford had become the market leader for most

of its range – it is fair to say that the firm’s motto “You see them everywhere” was no

more than the truth.

          The Cub, at that date offered in 3- and 4-ton categories, could only qualify as a

30mph goods vehicle if a very light cab and body were fitted. The picture of a Shell-

Mex vehicle I sent in for use in Torque No.29 (page 13), was indeed a Cub with semi-

forward control and light cab of this type, as indeed I made clear in the accompanying

notes – I have only just noticed that it was incorrectly quoted as a Lynx in the caption

as printed. It was a Leyland picture, stamped with the date 30th January 1936 on the

reverse and identified there as a KZ3 model. Admittedly the KZ3 appears to have

been listed as a conventional normal-control model, so this may have been a special

variant made for this major operator or perhaps an option available on request.

          The “Cub” nameplate is clearly visible in the picture and the date is also sup-

ported by the registration number, CGF 265, for this London series was issued in late

1935, doubtless booked when the vehicles were ordered. I became familiar with just

such a vehicle when a schoolboy evacuee in Penrith, recalling being taken for rides

when it was being used to deliver paraffin to farms. They were quite a common sight

and I wonder if Brian Veale might be able to quote how many were run by Shell or

others and enlighten us further on this aspect.

           It was this semi-forward-control design that was then developed into the Lynx
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DZ series in the run-up to the 1937 Show, with payload in the 5- to 6-ton category -

the Cub goods models continued unchanged in forward-control form as the SKZ3.

The obvious distinguishing feature of the Lynx was the form of the bonnet louvres,

horizontal and arranged in a ‘staggered’ formation, perhaps to suggest wings and

imply lightness. The Cub bonnet, including that of the semi-forward-control version,

had conventional vertical louvres. Bedford continued to dominate the up to 3-ton

market in sheer numbers built (26,000 per year excluding light vans by 1937) and in

1939 introduced its own 5-ton version of its semi-forward-control model with the “O

series”, but the Lynx had its own following as a high-quality product.

From Michael Knowles, Bath

I am a new member of the Society, and joined Leyland Motors Ltd in 1966

from the University of Manchester.  I was among some two dozen graduate manage-

ment trainees, who met for a thirty-year reunion at the Midland Hotel, Manchester,

following the Leyland Centenary in 1996.

My interest in commercial vehicles began at an early age, partly due to living

in the Birkenhead area, with its vast variety of dock activities, road and rail transport,

iron ore traffic to John Summers steelworks on Deeside (with its fleet of Leylands),

indivisible load movements of the locomotive-builders at Newton-le-Willows and

Manchester, and the well-kept motor-bus fleets of Birkenhead Corporation and

Crosville Motor Services Ltd.

I have something to add to Food for Thought item No.111 on power ratings for

the 8.6 oil engine following a couple of long conversations with Richard Perry.  I have

searched The Commercial Motor, The Engineer and Engineering from the early days

of motor vehicles for articles and have obtained an article on the Leyland-LMS three-

car articulated diesel train published in Engineering for 1st April 1938.  This train

was the forerunner of today’s Sprinter and Super Sprinter diesel trains, albeit over

sixty years ago.

The train was propelled by six Leyland 8.6 litre o.h.c oil engines driving through

Leyland Lysholm-Smith torque-converter transmissions to reversing final-drives, and

driving a total of six generators to feed the on-board electrical system.  A demonstra-

tion run was conducted from St Pancras to Tring.  The six engines were rated at 125
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bhp at 2,200 rpm.  Since a maximum of 750 bhp was available for a train weight of 73

tons, the speed rose quickly to the normal service maximum of 75mph, but a peak of

81 mph was recorded at one part of the run.  Richard winced when I quoted the

maximum of 2,200 rpm as he has tested an 8.6 litre oil engine on the test-beds at

Southampton University.  He agreed that a special TVD could have been specified for

this service, and one can only imagine the smoothness and sound of the six engines

accelerating the train in converter mode, followed by the direct-drive performance

winding it up to maximum speed.  Perhaps some readers know the fate of the train.

Hearsay has it that there was resistance from the unions, who perceived the demise of

the fireman if such trains were to infiltrate secondary-line services, so eventually it

was broken up.

   From Graham Edge

          I feel congratulations are warranted for you and your co-editors for the high

standard and interesting contributions contained in The Leyland Society Journal,

Vol. 1 No. 8, July 2006. All the articles were most interesting and covered a diversity

of subjects. As Ron Phillips correctly remarked in “A Sum of The Parts”, there is

much more to vehicles than the obvious. I often visited the parts counter at Chorley

from the mid-sixties to collect spares for Ray Holden’s Leylands.   I have always

admired the staff behind such counters who could frequently quote part numbers from

memory. As someone who has difficulty in remembering his own telephone number,

their recall was to be admired, even though they had probably served hundreds of the

said parts. Thirty years later when I was restoring my AEC Mandator it was possible

to discover within minutes if certain spares were still available at Chorley, even though

I might have provided an original AEC parts reference. Everything was cross-refer-

enced to later Leypart numbers, and the spare parts information was second to none.

          When reading contributions such as those in the Journal there does seem to be

a common thread about under-development of later models, which tarnished the

Leyland name, as described in the article about the Tiger. For an organisation that

was in dire straits financially for much of its later existence a lot of money, it seems,

The 8.6 litre ohc LMS

railcar engine. Close

examination shows

this is no ordinary

8.6, this engine has

an “L”-shaped head

with   the  injectors

fitted at approx. 45º

to inject upwards into

the head, hence the

fuel pump is canted

over.        (BCVMA)
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wasted on extravagant model launches, a trait that commenced in 1973 with the

Marathon.

          I found Fred Boulton’s personal memories of great interest and it was becom-

ing apparent to employees such as your contributor that all was not as it should have

been within Leyland even back in the 1960s. I was a little bit puzzled, however, by

Mr. Boulton’s comments about the Leyland TL12 engine being a greater disaster than

the 500 series.  Whilst not wishing to  contradict  Mr. Boulton’s  knowledgeable

opinion, perhaps the reason why the AEC AV760 was chosen for further development

can be gleaned from the following table, sourced from Transport Engineer,  journal of

the I.R.T.E.  Obviously, the decision to use the AV760 for development was taken

long before this I.R.T.E. survey was completed, but this 12.4 litre AEC engine had

become a very reliable power unit by the late sixties. It was, of course, a larger bore

version of the 11.3 litre AV691, which had a dubious reliability record in maximum

weight lorries because the thickness of its cylinder liners contributed to overheating

in the Ergomatic cabbed models, with their  inherently  restricted cooling system

capacities. An affliction that also caused problems with the Leyland O.680. With

their AV691, AEC engineers had taken the action suggested by Mr. Boulton for the

O.680, namely making its cylinder capacity greater.

          This I.R.T.E. information was published in 1979 and it was a survey of 9,488

heavy lorry engines installed into 30/32 tons gvw chassis earlier in the 1970s. There

were 16 different engine types and every individual power unit included had covered

at least 200,000 miles in service. This table gives details of repairs costs per 100,000

miles, excluding routine servicing and maintenance.

Order           Engine & Type Pence per mile

  1       Gardner 6LXB 0.265

  2       Gardner 8LXB 0.334

  3       Cummins 250 0.394

  4        AEC AV760 0.452

  5       Mercedes OM 335 0.743

  6       Cummins 220 0.765

  7       Volvo TD100 0.853

  8       DAF DU825 0.893

  9       MAN 232 0.898

10       Scania DS11 0.943

11        Rolls Royce 220 0.951

12       Magirus 413LV8 1.392

13       Volvo TD70 1.469

14       Leyland O.680 1.494

15       Leyland 510 1.591

16       Scania DS8 1.626

I have also delved into the late and

highly respected Pat Kennett’s World

Trucks Series, namely  ‘AEC’ (No. 10)

and ‘Leyland’ (No. 14). As you are no

doubt aware, Pat Kennett was Leyland

Motors trained,   and then served as a

company field engineer for over 12 years

and visited over 40 countries on Leyland’s

behalf. (I was privileged to meet Pat on a

couple of occasions). Pat Kennett had

quite a bit to say about the TL12:  noth-

ing was adverse. He wrote of it(1980):

“That is a fine engine, with a reputation

for both reliability and durability, achiev-

ing well over 300,000 miles before atten-

tion as a matter of routine.”  Then, in
the year 1983, when commenting on further reorganisation and rationalisation that

had occurred at Leyland early in 1982, Pat Kennett wrote: “Sadly the excellent TL12

series engine was sentenced to death. It was economical, reliable, durable: indeed in

1981 it set new economy and earning records against Europe’s best.
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But the economics of manufacture simply prohibited the production of engines in

numbers which (sic) might only reach a few thousand a year. Leyland won the engi-

neering battle, but could not win the economic war.”

          There is little doubt that it was the storming performance (280 bhp) of the

TL12 in Leyland Marathons from 1974 that caused Volvo to uprate its 9.6 litre TD100

F88 engine from 240 bhp to 290 bhp (TD100B), and  caused it to lose reliability, thus

denting even the F88’s legendary reputation. I was reminded of this a few weeks ago

at Gaydon when a Volvo F88 290 was laboriously cranking into life amid clouds of

acrid exhaust fumes on one of the hottest June mornings in living memory. A Leyland

or AEC would have fired up at the first touch of the button. Again, back in June this

year I saw a 1974 ‘M registered’ Marathon travelling on the M60 around Manchester.

I had not seen a working Marathon for quite some time and this was a specially

adapted breakdown tender. As I approached it from behind in my car I could see that

it was something old and different, but could not immediately identify it. When I

drew closer I realised it was a Marathon overtaking modern, speed limited trucks.

When level with the old girl I settled back to its speed (65 mph) and lowered my

passenger window to determine what engine was installed. It was a TL12 and it was

showing just the faintest signs of exhaust from its upright stack.

          When employed by RHM in the 1970s we ran TL12 Marathons in the agricul-

tural division and they performed well. Then with Spillers Milling from 1982 our

entire fleet comprised various Leyland models. The TL11 powered Buffalo tractive

units were becoming dated by then but did all that was required of them. I was based

at Cambridge and there we also operated early T45 Roadtrains with TL12 engines.

Some were double shifted on a  “round-the-clock”  service to West Drayton; not a

huge mileage by today’s standards, but those engines never gave a minute’s trouble.

Typically, Spillers expected between 6 and 7 years service life from its lorries.

          I am sure that I am not alone in still being incredulous about how it was that

such a huge  organisation  like  Leyland came to experience such serious engine

reliability problems from the late 1960s. With its engine design heritage, not only at

Leyland, but also available from other group divisions such as AEC, and to a lesser

extent Thornycroft and Albion, then the expertise should have been there to design

and produce world class engines, as had been the case before. Once other power units

from Cummins, Gardner, and Rolls Royce were fitted, then for me Leyland lost its

‘thoroughbred’ status. Such options were available from ERF, Foden, and Seddon-

Atkinson and frequently at lower vehicle cost. I know that Leyland Society members

who were prominent in the sales force will argue that this policy gave customers

choice, and I accept their reasoning, but could you ever imagine Volvo, Scania, and

Mercedes for example, ever fitting proprietary engines as a matter of routine? All

these have had problems with certain engine designs over the years, but they perse-

vered and solved their difficulties. When I examine the I.R.T.E. table above I do

wonder if these companies employed the forebears of modern political spin-doctors

who convinced lorry operators that some of these marques and models were better

than they actually were in service.
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          As I compile this in a month that has witnessed the final demise of Foden and

Seddon-Atkinson, the British and European truck market is now totally dominated by

manufacturers that design and build their own engines. What very few E.R.F. badged

lorries still sold here are M.A.N. behind the badge. The proprietary engine market is

still dominant in North America, Australia, and New Zealand. Obviously much has

changed in truck sales and marketing in the last quarter of a century but in much of

the world the vertically integrated truck and bus manufacturer now reigns supreme.

From Fred Boulton, Tettenhall

I agreed totally with Graham Edges’ view of the AEC760 and the TL12.  What

I criticised in the article was Leyland’s ability to make the engine when it was trans-

ferred to Spurrier works after AEC was closed!  I also pointed out that the production

and  reliability  problems were not really the fault of the Leyland manufacturing

people.  Details such as surface finishes and some tolerances were not adequately

specified on the AEC drawings and Leyland had long since ceased to rely on a fully

skilled workforce.

          The TL12 was a very fine engine whose reputation was lost as a result of a

badly managed change of manufacturing base.

   From Colin Thirlwall, Isle of Man

Talk about shaking off the moths, the excellent article, Memories of Fred

Boulton, Leyland Motors at Leyland, in Journal No.8, did just that to me!  It has been

pleasant, and highly nostalgic, to read a story about the “Works” as distinct from the

products of Leyland, for although most interesting, I didn’t use the latter, but I was

part of the former.  Whilst I realise that the product is of most importance to most

readers, Fred took me straight back to my apprenticeship as a ‘Normal’ Trade appren-

tice and some of the happiest days of my career.  The photographs of BX, the plans,

the shots of the town, the products, it was all there, even comment about the MoS

factory where I spent most of my years.  Thanks for that.

I started just before Fred, in 1951, as a fitter, and spent time in North Works,

(Shop 103) then the “PEN”, then BX etc. just as Fred did.  You’ve never lived until

you have hurtled around Leyland and district sitting on a hot Royal Tiger 600 engine

precariously between the test weights whilst the road testing is completed.  Good fun,

now lost in time.  Education was handled to perfection at the “Leyland Day Continu-

ation School.”  I remember Billy Preston and his fellow teachers well, in fact I was

interviewed as a prospective apprentice by the Principal (who disgracefully, I can’t

recall) and Harry Glasbrooke, prior to starting in that wonderful company.  I was

transferred to the, then, brand new MoS factory, now Spurrier Works and arrived into

the little known “Mock up and Prototype Dept” which consisted of a sectioned off

part of the toolroom.  The output was all Military in nature, and without doubt the

most interesting occupation I ever enjoyed in my entire career.  I would, and did,

work in there without pay long after normal hours so as not to miss the final product

being tested.

Whilst realising that the Society is mostly concerned with civilian vehicles,

and rightly so, I have enclosed a copy file which you may like to see of our pure
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‘Vehicles designed and produced at Leyland’ interest.  This prototype was constructed

entirely in our department  by us, with a little help from the drawing office (!) and was

eventually submitted to the FVRDE test facility for contract assessment. A most inter-

esting vehicle, but we didn’t get the final contract.  Thornycroft did….

The retirement book referred to in the file was a book containing autographs

of workmates and associates, and photographs of the products that the retiree was

concerned with during his/her working time.  A nice thought at a time when people

mattered to a Company. I have deposited that with the BCVM.

The other ex-Leyland lad, Bill Pritcher, who kindly sent me the book and

excellent photographs of FV 1200 project will not be aware that I have sent you this

file, but no doubt would also wish to be associated with it anyway.

Jack Smith with the

FV1200,at Leyland

MoS factory (later

Spurrier Works) in

1956 (?)   Can any

reader help with any

further information on

this interesting proto-

type vehicle ?

Fred Boulton also made comment about the somewhat difficult position adopted

by the unions at that time, and I also remember being targeted by the ‘union man’

very early on in my apprenticeship, he explained that He would protect me from the

Management, however, he never explained who protected me from Him.  Inciden-

tally, the lady I sent the original letter to, was the author of a series of booklets about

Farington rural area, and that is how she became involved,

I eventually left Leyland Motors Ltd. in 1961, when having returned to the

company after National Service (REME, naturally!) The magnificent Tank Factory

had been converted into an Engine works and I was given the privilege, so they said,

of earning the biggest pay in town on the 350/400 line.  No chance! That was only one

reason to go to work, the job was totally devoid of any form of work satisfaction and

that was no good to me. I felt that my old and wonderful company had been destroyed

in my absence.

I am delighted to be a Member, and receive such high quality information of

my old firm and it’s products. Thank you and the rest of the team for your effort.

   From Tony Hall, Birmingham

I very much enjoyed the potted history about Erne Bus Services.  Like Erne

Bus, Lough Swilly and GNR also ran services across the border between Northern

Ireland and Eire.  Dr Taylor’s photograph of the Comet passing through Customs
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shows off well a bygone era.  Those three operators had one other thing in common in

that they all operated Royal Tigers with Saunders Roe bodies.  The Erne Bus ones

however were delivered with front entrances, the others having a centre entrance.

I have just returned from a few days in Donegal and only the Lough Swilly

remain.  The Royal Tigers are long gone but Leyland are still represented by Tigers

and Lynxes plus a Leopard recovery vehicle.  Finally, just one small item of nothing

in particular.  I once read somewhere that there were just 3 places in the world where

double deck buses crossed an international border.  I believe that 2 were in Ireland:

between Derry and Buncrana and between Newry and Dundalk, but where was the

third?

John Bennett

has sent another

picture of an

Erne Bus CPO

type Comet.

ITEMS FOR SALE

   From Roger Bailey, Coventry

Further to the feature in Torque No.32, which amongst other things, men-

tioned the Rover Company, Solihull, according to my records of Coventry Transport,

they purchased a Leyland Cub SKP3 with Burlingham body and registration UJ 4901

from this company in December 1941.  It had been new in 1935 to Whittles of Highley.

I wonder if it was used by the company, or simply sold on to Coventry?  A fleet were

also operated by Wickmans of Coventry.

LEYLAND COMET – Flat platform, 1953 for sale – please contact Kenneth Wood

on  01457 872098.

AUTO ELECTRICAL – advice, repair and rebuild of elderly electrical equipment.

Cox Auto Electrical, Abeles Way, Holly Lane Industrial Estate, Atherstone, Warwick-

shire, CV9 2OZ.  Telephone: 01827 712097.

REFURBISHED AIR COMPRESSOR – unused since refurbishment.  Sensible

offers invited.  For further details, sae please to Mr. D.C.G. Vine, 190 Ilchester Road,

Yeovil, Somerset, BA21 3BW.

SPARES – for Leyland semi-automatic gearboxes, complete Bristol VR gearbox,

geartrain brake bands, brass spacers and wear washers – free to members but must be

collected.  Contact Bernice Hurford, e-mail - thehurfords18@tiscali.co.uk
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TAILPIECE
PROTOTYPE & PRODUCTION

                This is a view of the rear of a Leyland  Atlantean chassis finished to “show

standards” in the yard at Leyland South Works. Also to be seen are a trio of Hippo

chassis about to go on road test, and the rear view of the second prototype Atlantean,

sister vehicle to the well known 281 ATC. This vehicle never had seats nor carried

passengers, but was used for proving tests only and stayed all its life in primer finish.

After the decision not to proceed with the integral version of the Atlantean, this 2nd

prototype languished outside the works before eventual disposal.

Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the Society, its

officers nor the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his attention any

errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material used. Should

there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed to enable ac-

knowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society gives notice that

membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque dispatch informa-

tion are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is not divulged to any

outside agency or individual.

This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe and Ron Phillips, with

additional help from Neil Steele. Distribution by Alexandra Phillips. It was printed by Fretwell

Print & Design, Keighley, West Yorkshire. Items for inclusion in the Winter 2006 issue should

be sent to the Editor by 20th October 2006, please.
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